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**Abstract**

Network admission control (NAC) limits the traffic in a network to avoid overload and to assure thereby the quality of service (QoS) for admitted flows. Overload may occur due to exceptional traffic demand, but it is mostly caused by redirected traffic due to link failures. Conventional NAC methods cannot cope with network outages and fail when they are needed most. This paper categorizes existing and new NAC methods and makes them resilient to network failures by a resilient resource management. We compare the efficiency of the NAC methods with and without resilience requirements and show that they have a significant impact on the required backup capacity when resilience is required.

1. Introduction

Real-time services such as voice over IP, IP-TV, or video conferences are getting more and more popular. They require a minimum transmission rate by the network and cannot tolerate significant packet loss or delay when congestion occurs. There are two options to satisfy their demands: providing sufficient transmission capacity [1] or limiting the traffic carried by the network at the expense of blocked flows [2]. This work focuses on the second approach which is called admission control (AC). We distinguish between link AC (LAC) methods that limit the number of flows on a link taking traffic characteristics into account and network AC (NAC) methods that limit the number of flows in a network taking the routing of the flows into account. Various NAC methods exist that differ, e.g., with respect to the number of admission control entities that need to be passed per flow [3]. An alternative classification of NAC methods is proposed in [4]. Conventional admission control avoids congestion due to increased user activity. However, in wide area networks congestion is mostly caused by traffic that has been rerouted due to link failures [5].

The contribution of this paper is twofold. We add resilience to the concept of NAC in order to avoid congestion due to increased user activity and rerouted traffic. The configuration of non-resilient NAC implies that links cannot be overloaded by admitted traffic under failure-free operation. The configuration of resilient NAC requires that links are not overloaded by admitted traffic under failure-free operation and in likely failure scenarios. Furthermore, we compare the efficiency of different NAC methods with and without resilience requirements and show that they have a significant impact on the required backup capacity when resilience is required.
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problem has been studied in [6 and 7] for networks with and without resilience requirements. Different strategies for the performance comparison of NAC methods have been discussed in [8] and the network dimensioning approach turned out to be most appropriate for that purpose. The NAC efficiency, i.e., the average resource utilization, significantly depends on the traffic characteristics. The results of [8] show how different traffic types impact the efficiency of admission control methods such that we consider only a single traffic type in this work. The efficiency of NAC methods also depends on the structure of the network and the traffic matrix. Their impact is illustrated in [9] and in [10] such that we consider only one specific network and traffic matrix in this paper. Preliminary results regarding the efficiency of resilient NAC methods have been presented in [11] while this paper gives a complete view and comparison of budget based NAC methods with and without resilience requirements. In addition, recent advances by the IETF towards a simple resilient NAC are summarized and results have been reported in [12].

Blocking due to admission control can be reduced by intelligent routing schemes. As our intention is to compare the efficiency of different NAC methods, we stick to traffic load unaware single shortest path routing and rerouting only. This assures that the differences in efficiency are due to the NAC methods and not due to other side effects. For the same reason, online routing optimization in failure cases or other advanced traffic engineering methods are out of scope in this study.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of basic network admission control (NAC) methods. Section 3 explains the performance evaluation framework which is based on capacity dimensioning. Section 4 adds resiliency to NAC and extends the framework. Section 5 compares the resource efficiency of resilient and non-resilient NAC methods. Section 6 gives a short summary and draws conclusions.

2. Methods for network admission control (NAC)

In this section, we distinguish between link and network admission control (LAC, NAC) and introduce four fundamentally different NAC concepts.

2.1. Link and network admission control

QoS criteria are usually formulated in a probabilistic way, e.g., the packet loss probability and the probability that the delay of a packet exceeds a certain threshold must both be lower than some objective values. Link admission control (LAC) takes the queuing characteristics of the traffic into account and determines the required bandwidth to carry flows over a single link without violating their QoS criteria. This includes two different aspects. Firstly, bursty traffic requires more bandwidth for transmission than its mean rate to keep the queuing delay low which can be predicted by queuing formulae [13]. The resulting capacity requirement per flow is called effective bandwidth [14]. Secondly, flows usually indicate a larger mean rate than required just to make sure that there is enough bandwidth available when needed. To take advantage of this fact, measurement based AC (MBAC) [15,16] or intentional overbooking by the provider [17] may be used. These mechanisms limit the traffic load primarily on a single link, so we call them LAC.

In contrast to LAC, network AC (NAC) coordinates the network-wide AC decisions for a flow. Thus, NAC is a distributed problem and its resource management takes the paths of the flows into account. In practice, LAC and NAC are combined: LAC calculates the effective bandwidth $c(f)$ for which is used as input for NAC. As NAC is the focus of this work and in particular budget based NAC methods. They consist of several distributed components that possibly cooperate to admit or reject flows. We call them AC or NAC entities. Each of them has a budget $b$ with capacity $c(b)$ and knowledge about its set of currently admitted flows $\mathcal{F}(b)$. We consider the admission process for a single AC entity. We assume that flows $f$ are given with their effective bandwidth $c(f)$. We do not study this issue any further, and instead of pursuing hard QoS guarantees we just want to limit the overall flow rates on a link that are induced by the effective bandwidths to obtain a controlled-load service [18]. When a new flow $f_{\text{new}}$ requests admission, it is admitted if can be accommodated by budget of the AC entity together with the already admitted flows, i.e., the following resource inequality must hold:

$$\sum_{f \in \mathcal{F}(b)} c(f) + c(f_{\text{new}}) \leq c(b).$$  \hfill (1)

In this case, the new flow is added to $\mathcal{F}(b)$, otherwise it is blocked. Upon termination, flows are removed from the sets of admitted flows. Various budget based NAC methods exist that differ with respect to the number of NAC entities in the network, the number of NAC entities by which a new flow needs to be accepted, and the type of flows that can be admitted by a specific NAC entity. In the following sections we present four major theoretic NAC methods and explain how they are implemented in practice.

2.2. Link budget based network admission control (LB NAC)

To formalize the NAC procedure, we introduce some notation. A networking scenario $\mathcal{N} = (\mathcal{V}, \mathcal{E}, \mathcal{U})$ is given by a set of routers $\mathcal{V}$ and set of links $\mathcal{E}$. The border-to-border (b2b) traffic aggregate with ingress router $v$ and egress router $w$ is denoted by $g_{v,w}$ and $\mathcal{G}$ is the set of all b2b traffic aggregates in the network. The third component of the networking scenario is the routing function $u$. The function $u_i(g_{v,w})$ indicates the percentage of the rate $c(g_{v,w})$ from traffic aggregate $g_{v,w}$ that is carried over link $l$. This notation is able to describe both single- and multi-path routing. An overview of the notation used in this paper is provided in Appendix.

The link-by-link NAC is probably the most intuitive NAC method. The capacity $c(l)$ of each link $l$ in the network is managed by a single link budget $L_l$ with size $c(L_l)$. It may be administered, e.g., at the router sending over that link or in a centralized database. A new flow $f_{\text{new}}$ with ingress router $v$, egress router $w$, and bit rate $c(f_{\text{new}})$ must pass the AC procedure for the LBs of all links that are traversed in the network by $f_{\text{new}}$ (cf. Fig. 1a). The NAC procedure is successful if the link budget $L_l$ for every link that
Fig. 1. The four basic network admission control (NAC) methods. (a) Link budget based NAC. There is one link budget (LB) per link. A flow must be admitted by all link budgets along its path. (b) Ingress and egress budget based NAC. There is one ingress and egress budget (IB, EB) per ingress and egress. A flow must be admitted by the appropriate ingress and egress budget. (c) Border-to-border budget based NAC. There is one border-to-border budget (BBB) per ingress and egress. A flow must be admitted by the appropriate border-to-border budget. (d) Ingress and egress link budget based NAC. There is one ingress and egress link budget (IB, EB) per link and ingress or egress node. With single-path routing the non-zero capacity budgets for an ingress or egress node form a source or sink tree. A flow must be admitted by all ingress and egress link budgets along its path.

The four basic network admission control (NAC) methods. (a) Link budget based NAC. There is one link budget (LB) per link. A flow must be admitted by all link budgets along its path. (b) Ingress and egress budget based NAC. There is one ingress and egress budget (IB, EB) per ingress and egress. A flow must be admitted by the appropriate ingress and egress budget. (c) Border-to-border budget based NAC. There is one border-to-border budget (BBB) per ingress and egress. A flow must be admitted by the appropriate border-to-border budget. (d) Ingress and egress link budget based NAC. There is one ingress and egress link budget (IB, EB) per link and ingress or egress node. With single-path routing the non-zero capacity budgets for an ingress or egress node form a source or sink tree. A flow must be admitted by all ingress and egress link budgets along its path.

There are many systems and protocols working according to that principle. The connection AC in ATM and the Integrated Services [19] architecture in IP technology adopt it in pure form and induce per flow reservation states in the core. A bandwidth broker [20–22] administers the budgets in a central database and represents a single point of failure. The stateless core approaches [23–25] work similarly with regard to their dynamic, but they avoid reservation states in the core at the expense of measurements or increased response time. In the following, we present three basic NAC methods that manage the budgets related to a flow at the flow’s ingress or egress border router and keep thereby the network core truly stateless.

2.3. Ingress and egress budget based network admission control (IB/EB NAC)

The IB/EB NAC defines for every ingress node \( v \in V \) an ingress budget IB, and for every egress node \( w \in V \) an egress budget EB. A new flow \( f_{\text{new}} \) must pass the AC procedure for IB, and EB, and it is only admitted if both are successful (cf. Fig. 1b). Hence, the following inequalities must hold:

\[
\forall f \in F: c(f_{\text{new}}) + \sum_{f < f \in \mathcal{F}(\text{IB})} c(f) \leq c(\text{IB}), \quad (3)
\]

\[
\forall f \in F: c(f_{\text{new}}) + \sum_{f < f \in \mathcal{F}(\text{EB})} c(f) \leq c(\text{EB}). \quad (4)
\]

Thus, the NAC procedure does not require any path information about the flow. Therefore, the capacity managed by an IB or EB can be used in a very flexible manner. However, the network must be able to carry all – also pathological – traffic patterns that are admissible by the IBs and EBs. Hence, sufficient capacity must be provided on the links or the IBs and EBs must be set small enough to avoid congestion in the presence of certain traffic patterns.

If we leave the EBs aside, only Eq. (3) must be met for the AC procedure. This simple IB NAC originates from the DiffServ context [26,27] where traffic is admitted only at the ingress routers without looking at the destination address of the flows. The QoS of priority traffic should be guaranteed by a sufficiently low utilization of the network resources of that traffic class. To avoid any confusion: DiffServ is a mechanism for differentiated forwarding of classified traffic while IB NAC is just one NAC method that has been discussed within that context for the first time. In the same way, the other NAC approaches can also be combined with forwarding priorities for certain traffic classes, i.e. they can also be implemented in DiffServ networks.
2.4. b2b budget based network admission control (BBB NAC)

The BBB NAC is able to exclude pathological traffic patterns by taking both the ingress and the egress border router of a flow $f_{v,w}$ into account for the AC procedure. A border-to-border (b2b) budget (BBB) BBB$_{v,w}$ manages the capacity of a virtual tunnel between $v$ and $w$ and a new flow $f_{v,w}^{new}$ going from ingress $v$ to egress $w$ passes only the AC procedure for BBB$_{v,w}$ (cf. Fig. 1(c)). The AC procedure succeeds if the following inequality holds:

$$c(f_{v,w}^{new}) + \sum_{f_{j} \in \text{BBB}_{v,w}} c(f_{j}) \leq c(\text{BBB}_{v,w}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

The BBB NAC also avoids states inside the network because its budgets BBB$_{v,w}$ may be controlled at the ingress or egress nodes. Every budget BBB$_{v,w}$ owns a private share of the network capacity which can be used only by the specific b2b aggregate $g_{v,w}$, i.e., it cannot be used to carry other traffic with a different source or destination. Therefore, the concept is often realized in a more flexible manner, such that the size of the BBBs can be rearranged [28–30]. The tunnel capacity may be signaled using explicit reservation states in the network [31,32], only logically like in bandwidth brokers [21], or it may be assigned by a central entity [33].

2.5. Ingress link budget and egress link budget based network admission control (ILB/ELB NAC)

The ILB/ELB NAC defines ingress link budgets ILB$_{v}$ and egress link budgets ELB$_{w}$ to manage the capacity of each link in the network $l \in \mathcal{E}$. They are administered by border routers $v$ and $w$, respectively. With single-path IP routing, traffic is forwarded along source and sink trees from ingress nodes to egress nodes. Therefore, non-zero capacity ingress and egress link budgets of an ingress or egress node also form a logical source and sink tree when the tunnels are dimensioned in a reasonable way. A new flow $f_{v,w}^{new}$ must pass the AC procedure for the ILB$_{v}$ and ELB$_{w}$ of all links $l$ that are traversed in the network by $f_{v,w}^{new}$.

The NAC procedure will be successful if the following inequalities are fulfilled:

$$\forall l \in \mathcal{E} : u_{l}(g_{v,w}) > 0 : c(f_{v,w}^{new}) \cdot u_{l}(g_{v,w}) + \sum_{l_{j} \in \text{ILB}_{v}} c(f_{j}) \cdot u_{l}(g_{j,v}) \leq c(\text{ILB}_{v})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

and

$$\forall l \in \mathcal{E} : u_{l}(g_{v,w}) > 0 : c(f_{v,w}^{new}) \cdot u_{l}(g_{v,w}) + \sum_{l_{j} \in \text{ELB}_{w}} c(f_{j}) \cdot u_{l}(g_{w,j}) \leq c(\text{ELB}_{w}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

There are several significant differences between ILB/ELB and BBB NAC. A BBB covers only flows with the same source and destination. In contrast, ILBs cover flows with the same source but different destinations, and ELBs cover flows with the same destination but different sources. Therefore, the capacity of ILBs and ELBs can be used more flexibly than the capacity of BBBs. The BBB NAC is simpler to implement because only one BBB$_{v,w}$ is checked while with ILB/ELB NAC the number of budgets to be checked is twice the flow’s path length in links. Unlike LB NAC, budgets of the ILB/ELB NAC are controlled only at the border routers. Like with IB/EB NAC, there is the option to use only ILBs or ELBs by applying only Eq. (6) or Eq. (7). The concept of ILB/ELB or ILB NAC can be viewed as local bandwidth brokers at the border routers that dispose over a fraction of the network capacity. These concepts are new and have not yet been implemented by any resource management protocol. The path of the sessions in BGRP [34] matches also a sink tree, but BGRP works like LB NAC regarding its reservation dynamics.

3. Performance evaluation framework for budget based NAC methods

The objective is to compare the efficiency of various NAC methods. First we explain why we use a capacity dimensioning approach for the performance comparison. Then the traffic characteristics and the basic capacity dimensioning method used for the analysis are presented. We derive equations for the calculation of NAC-specific budget capacities and the corresponding link capacities. Finally, we define the “resource efficiency” as performance measure for the comparison in Section 5.

3.1. Approaches for the comparison of NAC METHODS

To investigate the performance of NAC methods in a network with a given topology and routing, two out of the following three parameters can be chosen and the third is determined by them such that it can serve as metric in performance evaluations: (1) the traffic matrix, (2) the network capacity, and (3) the flow blocking probability.

- Assuming (2) and (3) are given, the supportable traffic matrix can be calculated. However, the result is not well-defined and hard to compare since long flows in terms of path length require more capacity than short flows.
- Assuming (1) and (2) are given, the flow blocking probabilities for all b2b aggregate can be calculated. They yield a $|\mathcal{V}| \cdot (|\mathcal{V}| − 1)$-dimensional performance measure which is not suitable for comparison purposes. A reduction to an average flow blocking probability is possible but difficult to interpret as it strongly depends on the relation between the offered traffic and the provided capacity.
- Assuming (1) and (3) are given, the required capacity $c(l)$ for every link $l \in \mathcal{E}$ in the network is calculated. The sum of all link capacities yields the network capacity $C(\mathcal{E}) = \sum_{l \in \mathcal{E}} c(l)$ which is an easy to compare and well-defined performance measure. To make the measure more intuitive, we normalize it with the average overall traffic volume in the network. This yields the average utilization of the resources that are required to achieve the desired blocking probability for all flows. Further details are given in Section 3.4.

\[^2\] $|X|$ yields the cardinality of set $X$. 
We use the last approach for the comparison of different NAC methods as its performance measure is intuitive and most simple to compare. 

3.2. Capacity dimensioning

AC guarantees QoS for admitted flows at the expense of flow blocking if the budget capacity is exhausted. To keep the blocking probability small, the capacity $c(b)$ of a budget $b$ must be dimensioned large enough. We review a general approach for capacity dimensioning and derive suitable budget blocking probabilities for the analysis of individual NAC methods.

3.2.1. Capacity dimensioning for a single budget

Capacity dimensioning calculates the required bandwidth for given traffic volume and a desired blocking probability. The specific implementation of that function depends on the underlying traffic model. We assume Poisson arrivals of resource requests and a generally distributed call holding time. Although typical Internet traffic has different characteristics on the packet level [35], the Poisson model, which is used in the telephony world, is still realistic for the resource request level of user-driven real-time applications [36]. The offered load $a$ is the mean number of active flows, provided that no flow blocking occurs. In a multi-service world like the Internet, the request profile is multi-rate, so we take $n_i$ different request types $r_i$, $0 \leq i < n$, with a bitrate $c(r_i)$ and a probability of $p_i(r_i)$. In our studies, we assume a simplified multimedia real-time communication scenario with $n_i = 3$, $c(r_0) = 64$ kbit/s, $c(r_1) = 256$ kbit/s, and $c(r_2) = 2048$ kbit/s, and a mean bitrate of $E[C] = \sum_{0 \leq i < n} c(r_i) \cdot p_i(r_i) = 256$ kbit/s. The recursive solution by Kaufman and Roberts [13] allows for the computation of request type specific blocking probabilities $p_b(b)$ if a certain capacity $c$ and the request type specific offered loads $a(r_i)$ are provided. We use Eq. (8) to relate the blocking probability $p_b$ to the traffic volume instead of to the number of flows:

$$p_b = \sum_{0 \leq i < n} p_b(r_i) \cdot c(r_i) \cdot p_i(r_i) \frac{E[C]}{c}. \quad (8)$$

An adaptation of the Kaufman and Roberts algorithm yields the required capacity $c$ for a desired target blocking probability $p_b$ [37]. Applying this principle to the traffic offered to an AC entity, we can compute the required budget capacity $c(b)$ if the offered load $a(b)$ and the desired budget blocking probability $p_b(b)$ are given.

3.2.2. From b2b blocking probabilities to budget blocking probabilities

Budget sizes are dimensioned using a desired budget blocking probability $p_b(b)$ which is equal to or smaller than the b2b blocking probabilities $p_{b2b}(g)$ of the flows from the traffic aggregates $g$ using this budget $b$. The set $\mathcal{B}(g)$ consists of the budgets whose capacity needs to be checked if a flow of the traffic aggregate $g$ asks for admission. The b2b blocking probability associated with this aggregate $g$ is then

$$p_{b2b}(g) = 1 - \Pi_{b \in \mathcal{B}(g)} (1 - p_b(b)) \quad (9)$$

under the assumption that flow blocking at different budgets is independent. Since flow blocking at different budgets tends to be positively correlated, this computation of $p_{b2b}(g)$ is rather conservative. In [37], we have proposed three different methods for setting the budget blocking probabilities $p_b(b)$ to achieve a desired b2b flow blocking probability $p_{b2b}(g)$. They have hardly any effect on the NAC performance, therefore, we assume a common target blocking probability $p_b(b)$ for all budgets $b \in \mathcal{B}(g)$. We denote by $m(b)$ the maximum number of budgets to be checked for any flow controlled by $b$. Then the required $p_b(b)$ can be derived from Eq. (9) and is

$$p_b(b) = 1 - \frac{1}{m(b)} \sqrt[256]{1 - p_{b2b}(g)}. \quad (10)$$

3.3. Budget and link dimensioning for budget based NAC methods

We denote the offered load for a b2b aggregate $g_{v,w}$ by $a(g_{v,w})$ and we call $A_g = (a(g_{v,w}))_{v,w \in G}$ the traffic matrix. In contrast, the current requested rate of an aggregate is $c(g_{v,w})$ and the matrix $C_g = (c(g_{v,w}))_{v,w \in G}$ describes an instantaneous traffic pattern. A valid traffic pattern $C_g \in R^{0+}_{|G|^2}$ obeys the following constraints:

$$\forall v,w \in G : c(g_{v,w}) \geq 0, \quad (10)$$

$$\forall v \in G : c(g_{v,v}) = 0. \quad (11)$$

If NAC is applied in the network, each traffic pattern $C_g$ satisfies the constraints defined by the NAC budgets. Therefore, the minimum capacity $c(l)$ on link $l \in E$ guaranteeing the QoS for the admitted traffic can be derived from the following link-specific worst-case analysis

$$c(l) = \max_{C_g \in R^{0+}_{|G|^2}} \sum_{g \in \mathcal{E}} c(g) \cdot u_l(g), \quad (12)$$

when Eqs. (10) and (11) are considered together with the bandwidth constraints for the individual NAC methods. In the following, we derive these side constraints and propose efficient calculations for $c(l)$ if possible. Since the aggregate rates have real values, the maximization can be performed by the Simplex algorithm in polynomial time.

3.3.1. LB NAC

The LB NAC requires that a transit flow needs to check a budget LB$_l$ for every link $l$ of its path for admission, hence, the maximum number of passed NAC budgets is $m(LB_l) = \max_{g \in \mathcal{E} \cap \mathcal{G}(g_{v,w})} \text{len}_{\mathcal{G}(g_{v,w})}(g, l)$ whereby $\text{len}_{\mathcal{G}(g_{v,w})}(g, l)$ is the maximum length of a (multi-)path containing $l$ used by $g$. As the budget LB$_l$ covers all flows traversing link $l$, its expected offered load is

$$a(LB_l) = \sum_{g \in \mathcal{E}_{v,w}} a(g) \cdot u_l(g). \quad (13)$$

Based on $a(LB_l)$, the budget capacity $c(LB_l)$ is calculated using the algorithm discussed in Section 3.2.1. According to Eq. (2), the inequality

$$\forall l \in E : \sum_{g \in \mathcal{E}} c(g) \cdot u_l(g) \leq c(LB_l) \quad (14)$$

must be fulfilled, so the minimum capacity $c(l)$ of link $l$ is constrained by

$$c(l) \geq c(LB_l). \quad (15)$$
3.3.2. IB/EB NAC
With the IB/EB NAC, a flow is admitted by checking both the ingress and the egress budget. Thus, we get \( m(I_B) = m(E_B) = 2 \). The budget \( I_B \) controls all flows with the same ingress router \( v \) and the budget \( E_B \) controls all flows with the same egress router \( w \). Thus, the offered load of the respective budgets is

\[
a(I_B) = \sum_{v \in V} a(g_{v,v,w}) \quad \text{and} \quad a(E_B) = \sum_{v \in V} a(g_{v,w,v}).
\]

(16)

We use the inequalities from Eqs. (3) and (4) as side conditions for the Simplex method in Eq. (12) to compute the capacity \( c(l) \):

\[
\forall v \in V : \sum_{w \in V} c(g_{v,w}) \leq c(I_B)
\]

(17)

\[
\forall w \in V : \sum_{v \in V} c(g_{v,w}) \leq c(E_B).
\]

(18)

In case of the mere IB NAC, we have only \( m(I_B) = 1 \). The budget capacities \( c(I_B) \) are computed in the same way like above, but there is a computational shortcut to calculate the required link capacity \( c(l) \):

\[
c(l) \geq \sum_{v \in V} c(I_B) \cdot u_l(g_{v,v,w}).
\]

(19)

3.3.3. BBB NAC
With the BBB NAC, only one budget is checked, therefore, \( m(BB_B) = 1 \). The budget \( BB_B \) controls all flows with ingress router \( v \) and egress router \( w \). Thus, the offered load for \( BB_B \) is simply

\[
a(BB_B) = a(g_{v,w}).
\]

(20)

Since Eq. (5) is checked for admission,

\[
\forall v, w \in V : c(g_{v,w}) \leq c(BB_B)
\]

(21)

must be fulfilled and the minimum capacity \( c(l) \) of link \( l \) is constrained by

\[
c(l) \geq \sum_{v \in V} c(BB_B) \cdot u_l(g_{v,w}).
\]

(22)

3.3.4. ILB/ELB NAC
The ILB/ELB NAC requires a flow to ask ILB and ELB budgets for any link in its path for admission. Therefore, we set \( m(ILB) = 2 \cdot \max_{v \in V}(\max_{w \in V}(\max_{l \in \text{path}}(\text{len}_{\text{path}}(g_{v,w}, l)))) \) and \( m(ELB) = 2 \cdot \max_{v \in V}(\max_{w \in V}(\max_{l \in \text{path}}(\text{len}_{\text{path}}(g_{v,w}, l)))) \) which is similar to LB NAC. The budget \( ILB(I) \) (ELB(w)) controls all flows with the same ingress router \( v \) (egress router \( w \)) that use link \( l \). The offered load for these budgets is

\[
a(ILB(I)) = \sum_{v \in V} a(g_{v,w}) \cdot u_l(g_{v,w})
\]

(23)

and

\[
a(ELB(w)) = \sum_{v \in V} a(g_{v,w}) \cdot u_l(g_{v,w}).
\]

(24)

Due to Eqs. (6) and (7), the side conditions

\[
\forall v \in V : \sum_{w \in V} c(g_{v,w}) \cdot \text{u}_l(g_{v,w}) \leq c(ILB(I))
\]

(25)

and

\[
\forall w \in V : \sum_{v \in V} c(g_{v,w}) \cdot \text{u}_l(g_{v,w}) \leq c(ELB(w))
\]

(26)

must be respected for the computation of the link capacities in Eq. (12). In case of the mere ILB NAC, the shortcut

\[
c(l) \geq \sum_{v \in V} c(ILB(I))
\]

(27)

can be applied to calculate the required link capacity if \( m(ILB(I)) = \max_{v \in V}(\max_{w \in V}(\max_{l \in \text{path}}(\text{len}_{\text{path}}(g_{v,w}, l)))) \) is used to calculate the respective budget blocking probability \( p_b(ILB(I)) \).

3.4. Performance measure for NAC comparison

We compute for all NAC methods the link capacities that are required to achieve a desired \( b_2 b \) flow blocking probability according to the equations above. The overall required network capacity \( c(d) = \sum_{l \in L} c(l) \) is the sum of all required link capacities in the network. The overall transmitted traffic rate \( c(d) = (1 - p_{\text{bub}}) \cdot |C| \cdot \sum_{g_{v,w} \in C} a(g) \cdot \text{len}^\text{avg}(g) \) is the sum of the offered load of all \( b_2 b \) aggregates \( g \) weighted by their average path length \( \text{len}^\text{avg}(g) \), their acceptance probability \( (1 - p_{\text{bub}}) \), and the mean rate \( |C| \) requested by a single flow. We can neglect the fact that requests with a larger rate have a higher blocking probability due to the definition of the blocking probability in Eq. (8). The overall resource utilization \( \rho = \frac{c(d)}{E_b} \) is the fraction of the transmitted traffic rate and the overall required network capacity. We use it in Section 5 as the performance measure for the comparison of NAC methods.

4. Capacity dimensioning under resilience requirements

We present changes in the resource management that are required for resilient NAC and its performance evaluation and discuss how resilient NAC can be implemented.

4.1. Resource management for resilient NAC

Conventional NAC limits the number of flows to avoid congestion in failure-free scenarios. In case of failures, rerouted traffic may cause congestion on backup paths. In contrast, resilient NAC limits the admitted traffic to avoid congestion in failure-free scenarios and in failures cases when traffic is rerouted. That means, spare capacity must remain unallocated under failure-free condition.

Resilience can be provided only for a limited set of protected failures scenarios. Each \( s \) \( \in \mathcal{S} \) reflects a set of failed links and nodes. The failure-free scenario is denoted by \( s^* = \emptyset \) and always contained in \( \mathcal{S} \) to simplify the handling of this special case. The routing system reacts to failures by rerouting or protection switching. We describe this by the failure-specific routing function \( u_l(g_{v,w}) \).
The objective is to provide sufficient capacity $c(l)$ for each link $l \in \mathcal{E}$ such that all admissible traffic can be carried in all failure scenarios $s \in \mathcal{S}$. Hence, the minimum required link capacity $c(l)$ can be calculated by $c(l) = \max_{s \in \mathcal{S}}(c_i(l))$ where $c_i(l)$ is the required link capacity for the protected failure scenario $s \in \mathcal{S}$. We explain how $c_i(l)$ can be computed. As outlined before, NAC limits the traffic in a network by Eqs. (2)–(7). They lead to the Inequalities (14), (17), (18), (21), (25), and (26) which can be used in a linear program to evaluate the required link capacities.

As NAC entities remain unaware of the network outage in a failure case, the admission control rules in Section 2.2 remain unchanged and, therefore, the bandwidth constraints for the rate maximization in Section 3.3 also stay the same for failure scenarios, i.e., they still use the routing function $u'_i(g_{v,w})$ for the failure-free case. However, the routing function $u_i(g_{v,w})$ is changed to $u_i(g_{v,w})$ in an outage scenario $s$. This must be respected in the traffic maximization step in Eq. (12). Due to this extension, the shortcuts for the calculation of the link capacities for the LB NAC in Eq. (15) and for the ILB NAC in Eq. (27) are not valid anymore, and the time-consuming Simplex method must be applied like for the IB/EB and for the ILB/ELB NAC. The computation shortcut for the IB NAC in Eq. (19) and for the BBB NAC in Eq. (22) can be used if $u_i(g_{v,w})$ is substituted by $u_i(g_{v,w})$.

### 4.2. Implementation of resilient NAC Systems

Admission decisions are usually controlled by policing entities that drop or delay packets exceeding the admitted traffic profile. The implementation of a resilient NAC requires that policing is performed only at the network border such that in case of a failure, the traffic can be redirected inside the network without being dropped by policing functions. The resilience extension of the BBB NAC, ILB NAC, ILB/ELB NAC, IB NAC, and IB/EB NAC are straightforward because their budgets are controlled at the network border and just need to be set low enough that the admitted traffic can be carried inside the network under normal conditions and in protected failure scenarios $\mathcal{S}$.

This is different with LB NAC. An implementation of a resilient LB NAC is currently discussed in the IETF in the context of pre-congestion notification (PCN) [38]. The standardization is still in an early phase and, therefore, the nomenclature is not stable yet. Each link $l \in \mathcal{E}$ in the PCN domain is associated with an admissible rate $AR(l)$. If the PCN traffic exceeds this threshold, all packets on that link are re-marked with an “admission-stop” codepoint. The egress nodes monitor the markings of the packets and notify the ingress nodes from which they have received the marked packets to stop admission of new flows. As a consequence, flows can be controlled by AC and policing entities at the network border, although the capacity of the link budgets inside the network is not under the control of a single AC entity. Resilient LB NAC can be implemented by this mechanism by setting the admissible rate of a link to $AR(l) = c(\text{LB})$.

The PCN framework also comprises a flow termination function in the presence of severe congestion which can be caused by rerouting in unprotected failure scenarios or by malfunction of the AC due to its measurement based nature. This flow termination function also allows to use relaxed budget capacities that are resilient for likely traffic patterns. When unlikely traffic patterns coincide with a failure and congestion occurs, the overload can be resolved by terminating traffic. This leads to a more efficient PCN based NAC [12].

### 5. Performance of NAC methods with and without resilience requirements

In this section, we present numerical results for the resource utilization of all NAC methods with and without resilience requirements and discuss them in detail. The results are obtained analytically based on the equations in the previous sections. In all our studies we dimension the network capacity to meet a flow blocking probability of $p_{\text{loss}} = 10^{-3}$. We have shown that the offered load has the major impact on the required capacity and the resource utilization [37]. Therefore, we consider the performance only depending on the offered load $a_{\text{b2b}}$, which is the mean load between two border routers. In our investigation, we use the COST-239 core network (cf. Fig. 2, [39]), a homogeneous traffic matrix, and single shortest path routing as it is used by IS–IS or OSPF. For the sake of completeness, the impact of different blocking probabilities, other network topologies, heterogeneous traffic matrices, and different routing is studied in [37].

#### 5.1. Performance of NAC methods without resilience requirements

If the offered load is large, the capacity required to meet a given flow blocking probability can be better utilized than if the offered load is low. This observation is called economy of scale or multiplexing gain, and it is the key for understanding NAC performance. Fig. 3 shows the performance of all NAC types for single-path (SP) routing without resilience requirements. We observe the typical increase of the resource utilization with the offered b2b load $a_{\text{b2b}}$. The LB, ILB/ELB, ILB, and BBB NAC can achieve 100% resource utilization in the limit. The IB/EB NAC has a better performance than the IB NAC, but they are both inefficient as their curves converge to network topology specific asymptotes of 22% and 16%, respectively.

The differences among the efficient NAC types result from their different ability to realize multiplexing gain. The link budgets cover the largest amount of traffic (cf. Eq. (13)), followed by ingress and egress link budgets (cf. Eqs. (23) and (24)), and by b2b budgets (cf. Eq. (20)). The increased offered load leads to more multiplexing gain and explains the order of efficiency for the LB, ILB, and BBB NAC.

The IB NAC is not economical. The budget capacity $c(\text{IB})$ can be used for any flow entering the network at border router $v$ which is on the one hand very flexible, but on the other hand, it allows also very pathological traffic patterns to be accepted. E.g., an unlikely traffic pattern with $c(g_{v,w}) = c(\text{IB})$ can be accepted. Thus, the full budget capacity $c(\text{IB})$ must be provided on the links on the paths from $v$ to any other destination $w$. This capacity can be
used only by the traffic that is admitted by the budget IBv.

In case of single-path routing, the source tree formed by the paths originating at any node v comprises exactly |V| − 1 links. As a consequence, the average resource utilization of the IB NAC cannot exceed a value of \( \frac{\text{len}^{\text{avg}}}{|V|-1} = \frac{1.56}{10} = 15.6\% \) for a homogeneous traffic matrices. The application of additional egress budgets EBw excludes some unlikely traffic patterns from being accepted, e.g., the one where the full rate of c(IBv) streams from all ingress routers v to the same egress router w. Therefore, the IB/EB NAC limits the inefficiency to a certain extent, but it does not solve the basic problem. The ILB/ELB NAC also improves the performance of the ILB NAC by applying additional egress link budgets.

### 5.2. Performance of NAC methods with resilience requirements

A network \( \mathcal{N} = (V, \mathcal{E}) \) can face \( \binom{|\mathcal{E}|}{k} \) different failure scenarios with k link failures. However, the probability of an outage decreases with the number of the simultaneously failed components. Single link failures are most important [5], therefore, we restrict the set of protected failure scenarios \( \mathcal{S} \) to all single bi-directional link failures. The routing in a failure scenario s adapts to the new topology according to the shortest path algorithm and provides the failure-specific routing function \( u^s(v, w) \).

Fig. 4 shows the resource utilization for all NAC methods under resilience requirements depending on the average offered b2b load. It reveals a completely different performance behavior compared to the resource utilization without resilience requirements (cf. Fig. 3). All NAC types have different asymptotes for their resource utilization and these asymptotes are network- and routing-specific [11,37]. The BBB NAC outperforms the ILB/ELB NAC, the ILB NAC, and the LB NAC. Except for ILB NAC and ILB/ELB NAC, this is the reversed order of the scenario without resilience. The performance of the IB and IB/EB NAC is again significantly worse.

With resilience requirements, the BBB NAC achieves only 60% resource utilization in the limit instead of 100% without resilience requirements. The reciprocal value \( \frac{1}{0.6} \approx 1.67 \) is the average degree of capacity overprovisioning. It is required to maintain QoS in all protected failure scenarios and corresponds to 67% additional backup capacity. This shows that rerouting on the network layer requires less backup capacity compared to 100% on the physical layer. This rather low value is achieved since the backup capacity on the network layer can be shared by different traffic aggregates in different failure scenarios. In addition, the backup capacity on the network layer may be used to carry low priority traffic during failure-free operation which makes the restoration option even more attractive [40].
The amount of required backup capacity depends on the routing in the failure-free case and in failure cases and can be minimized by optimizing the routing system [41,42]. However, when AC is applied, the required backup capacity also depends on the NAC method. With resilience requirements, the maximum resource utilization for the LB NAC is 40% which corresponds to 150% additional costs for backup purposes. Hence, the LB NAC is clearly more expensive than the BBB, ILB/ELB, and ILB NAC from a resource point of view. In addition, it is not able to offer cheap resilience for QoS services below 100% backup capacity although the routing is the same as in the experiment with the BBB NAC.

There is an explanation for that phenomenon. The LB NAC is more flexible than the BBB NAC with regard to the use of allocated link capacities, i.e., more traffic patterns can be supported with the same capacity. On the one hand, less capacity suffices to obtain the same QoS level and the LB NAC has a better resource efficiency than the BBB NAC in the non-resilient case. On the other hand, this flexibility is a drawback with resilience requirements since all admissible traffic patterns must be protected. Only little information is known about the traffic that will be admitted by an LB NAC entity, but the backup resources are allocated in the network a priori. As a consequence, backup resources need to be reserved for all admissible traffic patterns. Therefore, the reserved backup capacity for a specific failure scenario cannot be used entirely by the admitted flows at the same time. This is different with the BBB NAC since the BBB controls only the traffic of a single traffic aggregate whose backup paths are known in advance for any protected failure scenario. Hence, the backup capacity can be reserved in advance in a more focussed way and it can be fully used in the failure case by the admitted traffic. In a nutshell, a large NAC flexibility with regard to traffic patterns achieves a high resource utilization without resilience requirements, but it requires much additional capacity for backup purposes and causes a low resource utilization with resilience requirements.

In our experiment, the resource efficiency of the ILB NAC is 52% in the limit which corresponds to 92% backup capacity. It is worse than the one of the BBB NAC since the ILB NAC is more flexible than the BBB NAC, but it is better than the one of the LB NAC since the ILB NAC is less flexible than the LB NAC. The ILB/ELB NAC applies additional egress link budgets which leads to a sharper profile of the admissible traffic compared to the one of the ILB NAC. This improves the resource utilization of the ILB/ELB NAC to 56% which corresponds to 79% backup capacity.

We also observe a decrease of the resource utilization of the IB/EB NAC from 22% without resilience requirements to 16% with resilience requirements. The additional expenses for backup purposes are only 37.5%, but the absolute required network capacity exceeds the demand of the other NAC methods by far and leaves the IB/EB still unattractive. The same holds for the IB NAC with a maximum resource utilization of 9% opposed to 16% without resilience requirements.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the concept of resilient network admission control (NAC). We extended the resource management for four fundamentally different NAC types in such a way that admitted traffic cannot cause congestion when it is rerouted due to a protected failure. We compared the efficiency of the NAC methods with and without resilience requirements. The performance measure is the average resource utilization in an optimally dimensioned network.

The direct comparison of the NAC methods without resilience requirements showed that the LB NAC is most efficient, followed by the ILB/ELB NAC, the ILB NAC, and the BBB NAC. However, all these NAC types achieve a resource utilization close to 100% for sufficiently high offered load. In contrast, the average resource utilization of the IB NAC and the IB/EB NAC converges to network-specific asymptotes of 16% and 22% in the COST-239 network. Under resilience requirements, the efficient NAC methods achieve a maximum resource utilization between 40% and 67%. They have different utilization limits and the order of their efficiency is reversed, i.e., the BBB NAC is most efficient and the LB NAC is least efficient. Hence, the NAC methods have a tremendous impact on the required backup capacity. We observed the same effects in different network topologies [37] which underlines the general nature of our findings.

If NAC is deployed in IP networks, it should be resilient against failures which is technically feasible and necessary since most congestion results from rerouted traffic. Currently, the IETF is about to standardize resilient NAC based on pre-congestion notification (PCN). It is especially attractive because of its simplicity and opens a wide field for new control structures.
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Appendix

See Table 1.

Table 1
Overview of applied notation

\(|W|\) Set of nodes in a network
\(\mathcal{E}\) Set of links in a network
\(|S|\) Set of protected failure scenarios, \(s\) is a set of failed elements
\(b\) AC budget, can be of type LB, BBB, IB, EB, ILB, or ELB
\(f(\mathcal{G}_W)\) Individual flow (from ingress node \(v\) to egress node \(w\))
\(\mathcal{F}(\mathcal{F}(b))\) Set of flows (admitted by budget \(b\))
\(\mathcal{g}(\mathcal{G}_W)\) Traffic aggregate (from ingress node \(v\) to egress node \(w\))
\(\mathcal{g} = \{\mathcal{g}_W : (v, w) \in \mathcal{V}\}\) Set of all traffic aggregates in the network
\(A(g)\) Set of budgets that need to be passed to admit flows of aggregate \(g\)
\(c(l)\) Bandwidth of link \(l\)
\(c(b)\) Capacity of NAC budget \(b\)
\(c(f)\) Effective bandwidth of flow \(f\)
\(C(s) = (C(\mathcal{g}_W) : (v, w) \in \mathcal{V})\) Current traffic pattern
\(h(\mathcal{G}_W)\) Percentage of traffic from \(v\) to \(w\) that is carried over \(l\)
\(t(\mathcal{g}_W)\) Routing function in the presence of failure scenario \(s\)
\(r_i\) Request type
\(p(r)\) Probability of request type \(r_i\)
\(c(r_i)\) Rate of request type \(r_i\)
\(a(b)\) Offered load for a budget \(b\) in Erlang
\(p_b(b)\) Blocking probability at a budget \(b\)
\(p_{bb}\) \(b\) to \(b\) blocking probability for flows of aggregate \(g\)
\(m(b)\) Maximum number of budgets that need to be checked for a flow
\(a(g)\) Offered load for aggregate \(g\) in Erlang
\(A_v = \{a(\mathcal{g}_W) : (v, w) \in \mathcal{V}\}\) Traffic matrix
\(|\mathcal{X}|\) Cardinality of set \(\mathcal{X}\)
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